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ABSTRACT
We propose a method for estimating counts of pedestrians walking in opposite directions, as in the case of a corridor. The
proposed method utilizes a ceiling-mounted compound-eye sensor composed of multiple binary sensors with partially
overlapping sensing regions. The output of the compound-eye sensor is sent to a monitoring server, which conducts a
number of Monte Carlo simulations. The simulation scenario with the smallest difference from the output history of the
compound-eye sensor is selected as an estimate of pedestrian counts. Simulation results show that in crowded situations the
proposed method decreases relative error by up to 45%, as compared with an existing method.
Keywords: Binary Sensor, Compound-eye Sensor, Monte Carlo, Pedestrian Counting, Sensor Network

1.

INTRODUCTION

In various fields such as marketing, traffic control, and
safety management, there is a strong demand for a method
to estimate pedestrian counts accurately. For example, information on the temporal change in traffic volume of a
footway can be used to determine appropriate times for
construction or maintenance [1]. In addition, information
regarding the number and movement direction of pedestrians at the entrances of commercial facilities, event sites, or
food courts could prevent crowding. Manual counting is
often used to collect such information, but this entails high
labor costs and cannot be used in crowded situations.
Therefore, automatic methods for estimating pedestrian
counts have attracted considerable attention.
Most studies on estimating pedestrian counts are conducted in the field of computer vision [2]. Processing video
images allows estimates of characteristics of moving pedestrians such as height, velocity, flow lines, and counts. However, methods based on video processing require significant
processing power, operating memory, storage, and electric
power. In addition, brightness of the background influences
the estimation accuracy of such methods.
Previous studies on pedestrian counting have used devices such as infrared imaging sensors [3], laser sensors [4],
and ultrasonic sensors [5]. Commercial pedestrian counters
include devices that use infrared imaging sensors [6], active
infrared sensors [7], passive infrared sensors [8], piezo
films [9], and laser scanners [10]. Binary sensors such as
infrared and ultrasonic sensors are among the simplest devices, capable of detecting only the presence or absence of
objects within the sensing region. Binary sensors can neither count pedestrians nor identify individual pedestrians
within the sensing region, but they possess advantages such
as low cost, simplicity, small size, and energy efficiency, so
methods for estimating pedestrian counts using binary sensors have attracted attention. Since the capabilities of a single binary sensor are limited, researchers have considered
using combinations of binary sensors for estimating pedestrian counts and movement direction [5, 11–13]. However,

the estimation accuracy of such methods is relatively low in
crowded situations where many pedestrians move simultaneously.

Fig. 1. The compound-eye sensor system.

We previously proposed a method for estimating pedestrian counts and movement directions using combinations of binary sensors in situations where many pedestrians
walk in opposite directions, such as in a corridor [14]. Figure 1 shows the system used for estimating pedestrian
counts in this study. This sensor system consists of a monitoring server and ceiling-mounted compound-eye sensor
nodes. Each node consists of a compound-eye sensor and a
wireless transceiver. The system uses passive binary sensors, such as pyroelectric infrared sensors [15]. The sensor
output obtained from a compound-eye sensor node is sent
to the monitoring server via a wireless network, and the
pedestrian count is estimated on the monitoring server. In
[14], we proposed a Monte Carlo-based method for estimating pedestrian counts when the compound-eye sensor consists of two binary sensors, and evaluated the method under
limited conditions.
The present paper describes a Monte Carlo-based
method for estimating pedestrian counts using compoundeye sensors consisting of multiple binary sensors. The proposed method is based on our previous proposal [14], and
divides the compound-eye sensor into a set of local com-
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pound-eye sensors, each having two binary sensors. The
number of pedestrians is estimated for each local compound-eye sensor in parallel, and one of the estimation results is selected. To estimate pedestrian counts for each
local compound-eye sensor, the monitoring server maintains a number of simulation fields, each of which contains
a virtual compound-eye sensor and virtual pedestrians.
While the monitoring server receives information about the
presence of pedestrians from the compound-eye sensor
nodes, it randomly generates virtual pedestrians in the
simulation field. Next, it updates the output history of the
virtual compound-eye sensor and counts the number of virtual pedestrians for each simulation field. The simulation
field with the smallest difference between the output history
of the compound-eye sensor and that of the virtual compound-eye sensor is selected as an estimate of pedestrian
counts. We evaluated the accuracy of the proposed method
through simulation experiments by changing the number of
simulation fields, the specifications of the compound-eye
sensor, and the number of binary sensors. We also evaluated the proposed method in comparison with an existing
method, which estimates pedestrian counts using the duration in which any of the binary sensors detects the presence
of pedestrians.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
outlines related work. Section 3 describes the binary sensor
model, the compound-eye sensor model, and the mobility
model of pedestrians used in this paper. Section 4 describes
the Monte Carlo-based method for estimating pedestrian
counts. Section 5 uses simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Section 6 presents our conclusions and areas of future work.

Object tracking is another intriguing human sensing
problem [16], and a number of related studies have been
conducted [17–19]. The multiple hypothesis tracker (MHT)
[17] is a well-known method for tracking multiple objects.
In MHT, all possible situations (“hypotheses”) are maintained based on sensor information, and the hypothesis with
the highest event probability is selected as the estimated
trajectory of the object. The number of hypotheses increases exponentially with the number of objects, however, so
MHT cannot be used in crowded situations where many
pedestrians move simultaneously. Methods based on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations [18, 19] have
been proposed as a solution for this problem, and such
models have been shown to significantly improve the accuracy of object tracking in crowded situations.
The abovementioned lightweight methods [11–13]
consider only a limited set of situations, where only one or
two pedestrians pass by any given binary sensor, drastically
decreasing estimation accuracy in crowded situations. We
propose a method based on combined operation of binary
sensors for estimating counts of pedestrians walking in opposite directions in crowded situations. To improve the estimation accuracy in crowded situations, the proposed
method considers a variety of situations during the time
interval where the binary sensors detect pedestrians by
managing hypotheses on pedestrian trajectories (“simulation fields”), similar to object tracking methods. However,
as in MHT, since maintaining all hypothesis results in an
exponential increase in hypotheses, we use a Monte Carlobased method similar to MCMC-based methods to limit
growth.

3.
2.

RELATED WORK

Several methods have been proposed that use combinations of binary sensors to estimate pedestrian counts and
movement directions [11–13]. In [11], the authors proposed
a counting system for a mountain trail, where two active
photobeam sensors, composed of a photobeam transmitter
and a photobeam receiver, are installed parallel to the trail.
In that method, pedestrian counts in each direction are estimated based on the order in which two sensors trigger and
the duration of the interval in which photobeam sensors
detect pedestrians. If the duration is shorter than a certain
threshold, the system decides that a single pedestrian has
passed by the sensors; otherwise it decides that two pedestrians have passed by the sensors.
Unlike the above works, [12] uses passive binary sensors for tracking pedestrians by means of a ceiling-installed
device combining two passive infrared sensors and an active ultrasonic sensor. The movement direction of pedestrians is estimated from the triggering order of the two sensors. In addition, individual pedestrians are identified on the
basis of height as measured with the active ultrasonic sensor. Our research group, too, has proposed a lightweight
method for estimating counts of pedestrians walking in opposite directions, based on the triggering of two passive
binary sensors [13]. Simulations showed that the estimation
accuracy of the proposed method decreases significantly in
crowded situations where many pedestrians move simultaneously.

COMPOUND-EYE SENSOR SYSTEM

This section describes the compound-eye sensor system, binary sensor models, the compound-eye sensor used
in the system, and a pedestrian mobility model.

3.1. System overview
Figure 1 shows the compound-eye sensor system,
which consists of a monitoring server and compound-eye
sensor nodes. A compound-eye sensor node consists of a
compound-eye sensor and a wireless transceiver. A compound-eye sensor is composed of multiple ceiling-mounted
binary sensors, assumed to be pyroelectric infrared sensors,
whose sensing regions partially overlap. Sensor nodes send
data packets to the monitoring server when the output of
their binary sensor changes. Data packets contain the sensor’s output value and a timestamp. The monitoring server
uses the presence or absence of information from sensors to
estimate counts of pedestrians walking in opposite directions.
For simplicity, we assume that the system has a single
compound-eye sensor node, that data packets are reliably
sent to the monitoring server, and that transmission latency
is negligible.

3.2. Binary sensor model
We assume a rectangular sensing region such as that
created by a linear Fresnel lens (Fig. 2). The sensing region
is determined for each pedestrian. We refer to the distance
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from the center of the binary sensor to an edge of the sensing region as the “sensing length.” The sensing length differs when a pedestrian enters or exits the sensing region,
because pedestrian movement is detected stochastically at
the edge of the sensing region [20]. We denote the sensing
length on entry and exit as the incoming sensing length rin

and the outgoing sensing length rout , respectively. In the
case of pyroelectric infrared sensors rout is greater than rin ,
because the sensor incurs a delay when its output changes
from 1 to 0. The incoming sensing length rin,k for pedestrian pk is therefore determined randomly as rmin £ rin,k £ rmax ,
and the outgoing sensing length rout,k for pedestrian pk is
determined randomly as rmin + roff £ rout,k £ rmax + roff , where

rmax is the maximum sensing length, rmin is the minimum
sensing length, and roff is the distance traveled by the pedestrian during the delay.

Fig. 3. Deployment of compound-eye sensor.

When the output of the compound-eye sensor is

[0, 0,, 0] , the pedestrian count under the compound-eye
sensor can be estimated as zero. We refer to this as an observable state. For other outputs the pedestrian count cannot
be determined, and this is referred to as an unobservable
state.

3.4. Mobility model of pedestrians
We assume that pedestrians move either left (“leftward” pedestrians) or right (“rightward”) within the monitoring area, and they do not change their movement direction or velocity. Leftward (rightward) pedestrians arrive
from the right (left) side of the monitoring area by a Poisson process with a leftward (rightward) arrival rate ll ( lr ).
The velocity distribution of pedestrians is a normal distribution with mean vm and deviation vs .

4.
Fig. 2. Sensing model of a binary sensor.

A binary sensor outputs a value of 1 when a pedestrian
is inside its sensing region and 0 otherwise. Pedestrian
counts are therefore possible when the sensor outputs a 0
only; otherwise the number of pedestrians cannot be determined.

3.3. Compound-eye sensor model
A compound-eye sensor consists of multiple binary
sensors bi ( 1 £ i £ N ). These sensors are linearly placed
with a regular spacing at the center of a monitoring area, for
example, along a corridor. Figure 3 shows an example of a
compound-eye sensor composed of four sensors b1 , b2 ,
b3 , and b4 . The distance between each sensor is denoted as
the sensor distance d . We define the direction of moving
from sensor b1 toward sensor bN as right, and the opposite
direction as left. The output of sensor bi at time t is denoted as oti Î {0,1} . Furthermore, the output of the compoundeye sensor at time t is denoted as [o1t , ot2 ,, otN ] .

MONTE CARLO-BASED PEDESTRIAN
COUNTING

This section describes a Monte Carlo-based method for
estimating pedestrian counts. The proposed method consists
of two sub-methods, one for estimating pedestrian counts
using estimation results of local compound-eye sensors, and
one for estimating pedestrian counts by conducting Monte
Carlo simulations.

4.1. Estimating pedestrian counts with local
compound-eye sensors
This section describes the first sub-method.

4.1.1. Overview
The proposed method divides the compound-eye sensor into a set of local compound-eye sensors, each having
two binary sensors. Hereinafter, we refer to each local
compound-eye sensor as a “paired sensor”. A paired sensor
ck ( 1 £ k £ N - 1 ) is composed of neighboring binary sensors bk and bk+1 . The output of paired sensor ck at time t
is denoted as [otk , otk+1 ]k . For example, a compound-eye sensor composed of four binary sensors (Fig. 3) is considered
as a set of three paired sensors c1 , c2 , and c3 in the proposed method (Fig. 4).
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4.1.2. Details

Fig. 4. Three paired sensors.

The number of pedestrians under each paired sensor is
estimated in parallel, and one estimate is selected. Figure 5
shows an example of behavior of the proposed method. In
that figure, solid and dotted circles indicate observable and
unobservable states, respectively. The states for paired sensors c1 , c2 , and c3 are shown below the states of the compound-eye sensor. The time during which a paired sensor is
in an unobservable state is denoted as an “unobservable
interval,” and depicted as an arrow below the states. The
following discussion of the behavior of the proposed method refers to Fig. 5.

This section explains the first sub-method in detail. The
monitoring server checks the output of the compound-eye
sensor at regular intervals t , which should be determined
such that the output of the binary sensor changes at most
once within a single interval. We denote as t the i th period after the monitoring server commences operation. The
monitoring server tracks the estimated total number of
rightward pedestrians n̂kr , the estimated total number of
pedestrians n̂kl , and the number of unobservable intervals

mkcount for each paired sensor ck . The monitoring server
acts according to the preceding output [oi-1 1, oi-2 1,, oi-N1 ] of
the compound-eye sensor at time ti- 1 and the current output
[oi1, oi2 ,, oiN ] of the compound-eye sensor at time ti as
follows:
Transition of a compound-eye sensor between observable states: When the output of the compound-eye
sensor does not change from [0, 0,, 0] , the monitoring
server does nothing.
Transition of a compound-eye sensor from an observable sate to an unobservable state: When the output
of the compound-eye sensor changes from [0, 0,, 0] , the
monitoring server initializes the estimated number of rightward pedestrians n̂kr , the estimated number of leftward pedestrians n̂kl and the number of unobservable intervals

Fig. 5. Example of behavior of the proposed method.

When the monitoring server receives a packet with information about the presence of a pedestrian and the state of
the compound-eye sensor undergoes transition from an observable state to an unobservable state, the monitoring server starts to estimate pedestrian counts using paired sensors.
While the compound-eye sensor is in an unobservable state,
the monitoring server estimates pedestrian counts for each
paired sensor in parallel. The method to estimate pedestrian
counts in a paired sensor in its unobservable interval is
based on our previous proposal [14], and explained in Section 4.2. When the monitoring server receives a packet with
information about the absence of pedestrians and the state
of compound-eye sensor undergoes transition from an unobservable state to an observable state, the estimate of the
paired sensor with the largest number of unobservable intervals is selected as the estimated pedestrian count. This is
because our previous study [14] indicated that shorter unobservable intervals achieve higher accuracy. In Fig. 5, the
estimation result of paired sensor c1 is selected, since the
number of unobservable intervals is largest.

mkcount to 0 for each paired sensor ck .
Transition of a paired sensor from an observable
state to an unobservable state: When the state of paired
sensor ck changes from an observable state to an unobservable state (the output of paired sensor ck changes from
[0, 0]k ), the monitoring server begins estimating pedestrian
counts for paired sensor ck by conducting Monte Carlo
simulations. (See Section 4.2 for details.)
Transition of a compound-eye sensor between unobservable states: When the output of the compound-eye
sensor undergoes transition between states excluding
[0, 0,, 0] , the monitoring server continues estimating pedestrian counts for each paired sensor.
Transition of a paired sensor from an unobservable
state to an observable state: When the state of paired sensor ck changes from an unobservable state to an observable
state (the output of paired sensor ck changes to [0, 0]k ), the
monitoring server finishes estimating pedestrian counts for
paired sensor ck , and obtains the estimated number of
rightward pedestrians n̂k,r f and the estimated number of
leftward pedestrians n̂k,l f (see Section 4.2 for details). Then,
the monitoring server adds the estimated number of rightward pedestrians n̂k,r f and the estimated number of leftward
pedestrians n̂k,l f to the estimated total number of rightward
pedestrians n̂kr and the estimated total number of leftward
pedestrians n̂kl , respectively. It also increases the number of
unobservable durations mkcount for paired sensor ck by one.
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Transition of a compound-eye sensor from an unobservable state to an observable state: When the output of
the compound-eye sensor changes to [0, 0,, 0] , the monitoring server selects the estimate of paired sensor ck with
the largest number of unobservable intervals as an estimated pedestrian count. If multiple estimates share the largest
number of unobservable intervals, the monitoring server
selects the estimate of paired sensor ck with the median
value in terms of the estimated total number of pedestrians
n̂kl + n̂kr from the set of candidates. After this step, the monitoring server chooses n̂kl as the estimated number of leftward pedestrians n̂ l and n̂kr as the estimated number of
rightward pedestrians n̂ r .

4.2. Estimating pedestrian counts in each local compound-eye sensor
This section describes the second sub-method, which
estimates pedestrian counts under a paired sensor during an
unobservable interval. This method is based on our previous proposal [14].

4.2.1. Overview
In the second sub-method, a number of Monte Carlo
simulations are conducted for paired sensor ck to estimate
pedestrian counts while paired sensor ck is in unobservable
states. Figure 6 shows an example Monte Carlo simulation
using a paired sensor. In that figure, solid circles indicate
observable states, and dotted circles indicate unobservable
states. In the circles, the number of leftward pedestrians nkl
and the number of rightward pedestrians nkr are collectively
denoted as (nkl , nkr )k . When the state of paired sensor ck
undergoes transition from an observable state to an unobservable state, the monitoring server begins estimating pedestrian counts as described in previous section, and the
monitoring server generates M simulation fields for paired
sensor ck , each of which contains a virtual paired sensor
and virtual pedestrians. While paired sensor ck is in an unobservable state, the monitoring server randomly generates
virtual pedestrians, moves them in the simulation field, updates the output history of the virtual paired sensor, and
counts the number of virtual pedestrians for each simulation
field. When the state of each paired sensor undergoes transition from an unobservable state to an observable state, the
monitoring server finishes estimating pedestrian counts.
The simulation field with the smallest difference between
the output history of the paired sensor and that of the virtual
paired sensor is selected as the estimated pedestrian count.

Fig. 6. An example Monte Carlo simulation.

4.2.2. Details
This section describes the second sub-method in detail.
To simulate pedestrian movement and detection values for
the paired sensor constituting the compound-eye sensor in
the simulation fields, we assume that the monitoring server
ver
knows the maximum sensing length rmax
, the minimum
ver
sensing length rmin
, the sensor delay distance roffver , the sen-

sor distance d ver , the number of binary sensors N ver , the
leftward pedestrian arrival rate llver , the rightward pedestrian arrival rate lrver , the mean pedestrian velocity s vmver , and
the velocity deviation vsver . The monitoring server uses the
preceding output [oi-k 1, oi-k+11 ]k of the compound-eye sensor at
time ti- 1 and the current output [oik , oik+1 ]k of the compoundeye sensor at time ti as follows:
Starting Monte Carlo simulations: When the output
of paired sensor ck changes from [0, 0]k , the monitoring
server begins estimating pedestrian counts for paired sensor
ck . The monitoring server first initializes the output history
Ok of the paired sensor as the current output of the paired
sensor as Ok = {[oik , oik+1 ]k } , then generates a set of simulation fields Sk = {sk, j 1 £ j £ M} . For each simulation field

sk, j Î Sk , the monitoring server maintains the number of
virtual rightward pedestrians nk,r j , the number of virtual
leftward pedestrians nk,l j , and the output history Ok, j of the
virtual paired sensor. The initial values of these parameters
are set as follows. If the current output is [1, 0]k , the monitoring server generates one virtual rightward pedestrian at
the left edge of its virtual sensing region, and sets nk,r j to 1
and nk,l j to 0 for all simulation fields. If the current output
is [0,1]k , the monitoring server generates one virtual leftward pedestrian at the right edge of its virtual sensing region, and sets nk,r j to 0 and nk,l j to 1 for all simulation
fields. If the output of the current output is [1,1]k , the monitoring server generates one virtual rightward pedestrian at
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the left edge of its virtual sensing region and one virtual
leftward pedestrian at the right edge of its virtual sensing
region, and sets nk,r j and nk,l j to 1 for all simulation fields.

mated number of rightward pedestrians n̂k,r f . Finally, the
monitoring server deletes all simulation fields.

The number of virtual leftward and rightward pedestrians in
simulation field sk, j are collectively denoted as

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

l
k, j

r
k, j k, j

(n , n ) . The output history of the virtual compoundk
k+1
eye sensor is set as Ok, j = {[oi,k j , oi,k+1
j ]k, j } , where [oi, j , oi, j ]k, j

is the output of the virtual compound-eye sensor at time ti
in simulation field sk, j .
Continuing Monte Carlo simulations: When the output of paired sensor ck transitions between any two of the
three states [1, 0]k , [1,1]k , and [0,1]k , the monitoring server

continues estimating pedestrian counts for paired sensor ck .
The monitoring server first updates the output history of the
paired sensor as Ok ¬ Ok È [oik , oik+1 ]k , after which it randomly generates a virtual pedestrian, moves the virtual pedestrians in the simulation field, and updates the output
history of the virtual paired sensor for each simulation field
based on the information given. If a pedestrian enters the
virtual sensing region in simulation field sk, j , the monitoring server updates the number of virtual leftward pedestrians nk,l j or the number of virtual rightward pedestrians nk,r j .
Then, the output history of the virtual paired sensor in
simulation field sk, j is updated as Ok, j ¬ Ok, j È [oi,k j , oi,k+1j ]k, j .
Finishing Monte Carlo simulations: When the output
of paired sensor ck changes to [0, 0]k , the monitoring server finishes estimating pedestrian counts for paired sensor
ck . The monitoring server chooses one simulation field as
follows: First, the monitoring server calculates the difference D (Ok, j ) between the output history of paired sensor

Ok and the output history of the virtual compound-eye sensor Ok, j in simulation field sk, j as follows:
D (Ok, j ) =

å

[oi,k j ,oi,k+1
j ]k , j Î

(o

k
i

Ok, j

)

- oi,k j + oik+1 - oi,k+1j (1)

Equation (1) indicates the sum of the Hamming distance between the output history of binary sensor ck and
that of the corresponding virtual binary sensor, and the
Hamming distance between the output history of binary
sensor ck+1 and that of the corresponding virtual binary sensor. Next, the monitoring server chooses a set of feasible
simulation fields Sk, fs as follows:

{

Sk, fs = sk, j min D
1£ j£ M

(O )} (2)
k, j

Subsequently, the monitoring server selects the most
feasible simulation field sk, f with the median value in
terms of the total number of virtual pedestrians nk,l f + nk,r f
from the set of feasible simulation fields Sk, fs . After this
step, the monitoring server chooses nk,l f as the estimated
number of leftward pedestrians n̂k,l f and nk,r f as the esti-

This section evaluates the accuracy of the proposed
method through simulation experiments.

5.1. Simulation setting
We evaluate the proposed method through simulations.
To evaluate the basic characteristics of the proposed method, we assume that the monitoring server knows the maximum and minimum sensing lengths of the binary sensors,
the sensor delay distance, the sensor distance, and the mean
and deviation of the velocity of pedestrians, where
ver
ver
rmax
= rmax , rmin
= rmin , roffver = roff , d ver = d , vmver = vm ,

vsver = vs , respectively. We also assume that the leftward
pedestrian arrival rate and the rightward pedestrian arrival
rate are the same, in other words, ll = lr = l and
llver = lrver = l ver . We consider two types of binary sensor:
ideal and probabilistic. For ideal binary sensors, we assume
that the maximum and minimum sensing lengths are the
same ( rmax = rmin = r ). The sensing length r is set to 0.5 m,
and roff is set to 0 m. For probabilistic binary sensors, rmax
is set to 0.5 m, rmin is set to 0.4 m, and roff is set to 0.1 m.
The distance d between sensors is set to 0.1 m, the mean
velocity of pedestrians vm is set to 1.39 m/s, the deviation
vs of the velocity is set to 0.21, and the interval of the proposed method t is set to 0.01 s.
We use an unobservable interval as one evaluation interval. To evaluate the estimation accuracy of the proposed
method, we use relative error erel as an evaluation index:

erel =

n̂ l - n l + n̂ r - n r

(3)
nl + nr
Here, a smaller relative error indicates higher estimation
accuracy. We also use the duration of the unobservable interval as an index of the proposed method. We refer to the
duration as the delay time in this section, meaning the delay
from the moment when the proposed method starts estimating pedestrian counts to the moment when estimation completes.

5.2. Evaluation of basic characteristics
We first evaluate the basic characteristics of the proposed method with two ideal binary sensors by changing
the number of simulation fields M , the arrival rate of pedestrians l , the sensor distance d , and the sensing length
r . In the evaluation, we assume that the monitoring server
knows the arrival rate of pedestrians l . Figure 7 shows the
relative error with a 95% confidence interval against the
number of simulation fields and the arrival rate of pedestrians over 1000 evaluations. The relative error decreases
when the number of simulation fields increases, since the
difference D of feasible simulation fields becomes smaller
as the number of simulation fields increases. A simulation
field with a smaller difference D indicates that the simula-
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tion field is more suitable as a simulation of the monitoring
area. Therefore, the relative error decreases when the number of simulation fields increases. In this evaluation, 1000 is
a sufficiently large value for the number of simulation
fields M , since the relative error converges (Fig. 7). The
relative error increases with arrival rate because the unobservable interval increases with arrival rate.
l
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Fig. 7. Relative error against the number of simulation fields.

Figures 8 and 9 show the relative error against the sensor distance and the sensing length, respectively, when the
number of simulation fields M is set to 2000. The relative
error increases with sensor distance (Fig. 8) and with sensing length (Fig. 9). These trends follow from unobservable
intervals increasing with distance between sensors or sensing length. Therefore, the sensor distance and the sensing
length should be minimized.
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Fig. 8. Relative error against sensor distance.
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We next evaluate the basic characteristics of the proposed method by changing the number of binary sensors
N . We set the sensor distance d to 0.1 m, the sensing
length r to 0.5 m, and the number of simulation fields M
to 2000. We conduct 10000 evaluations for each result.
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5.3. Evaluation against the number of binary
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Fig. 10. Relative error against the number of ideal binary
sensors.

Figure 10 shows the relative error against the number
of binary sensors when ideal binary sensors are used. The
relative error decreases when the number of binary sensors
increases, because pedestrian counts are estimated for each
paired sensor in parallel, and one of the estimation results is
selected. Since velocities differ among pedestrians, the unobservable interval differs for each paired sensor. The relative error decreases when the unobservable interval is
shorter, as previously described, and increasing the number
of binary sensors increases the probability that a paired sensor has a shorter unobservable interval than other sensors.
Relative error thus decreases when the number of binary
sensors increases. For example, the relative error of the
proposed method using three binary sensors is about 21%
smaller than when using two binary sensors when the arrival rate is 0.5. When seven sensors are used the error is
about 24% smaller, but beyond that the relative error converges (Fig. 10).
Figure 11 shows the delay time against the number of
binary sensors. Delay time increases with the number of
binary sensors, because the sensing region of the compound-eye sensor increases. Delay time also increases with
arrival rate, because pedestrians are more likely to be within
the sensing region. Relative error converges when the number of binary sensors exceeds seven, but the delay time increases (Fig. 11). The number of binary sensors should
therefore not exceed 7.
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Fig. 9. Relative error against sensing length.
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Fig. 13. Comparison with an existing method.

Figure 12 shows the relative error against the number
of binary sensors when probabilistic binary sensors are
used. The relative error decreases when the number of binary sensors increases, even if the sensors use stochastic pedestrian detection. The relative error for probabilistic binary
sensors is higher than for ideal binary sensors (Figs. 10 and
12); estimating pedestrian counts with probabilistic binary
sensors is a complex task, since pedestrians are stochastically detected at the edge of the sensing region in both the
monitoring area and each simulation field.

Figure 13 shows the relative error for the proposed
method and the existing method against the arrival rate. The
relative error for the proposed method is smaller than that
for the existing method when ideal binary sensors are used,
and this difference is particularly notable when the arrival
rate is 0.5; there, the relative error for the proposed method
is about 45% smaller than that for the existing method. This
might be because the existing method assumes only one or
two pedestrians simultaneously passing under the compound-eye sensor, and that two pedestrians will be moving
in the same direction. In contrast, the Monte Carlo simulations allow the proposed method to consider a variety of
situations in terms of the number and direction of pedestrians, decreasing the relative error in crowded situations
where the arrival rate is high.
The relative error using probabilistic binary sensors is
higher than for ideal binary sensors in both methods (Fig.
13), and the difference is nearly constant regardless of the
arrival rate. The relative error for the proposed method with
probabilistic binary sensors therefore exceeds that for the
existing method when the arrival rate is 0.01, despite having lower error in crowded situations. This is a result of the
stochastic nature of pedestrian detection in the monitoring
area and each simulation field when probabilistic binary
sensors are used, and makes pedestrian count estimation in
the proposed method a rather complex task. Since the existing method assumes only one or two pedestrians simultaneously pass under the compound-eye sensor, the increase in
relative error when using probabilistic binary sensors is
prevented when the arrival rate is small. A potential solution to this problem is use of a hybrid method that uses the
existing method when unobservable intervals are short, and
the proposed method when long. A detailed study of such a
hybrid method is reserved for future work.
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Fig. 11. Delay time against the number of binary sensors.
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Fig. 12. Relative error against the number of probabilistic binary
sensors.

5.4. Comparison with an existing method
Lastly, we evaluate performance of the proposed method in comparison with an existing method proposed in [11].
In the existing method, two binary sensors are considered
and pedestrian counts are estimated based on the duration
of the unobservable interval. If the duration is shorter than a
given threshold, the pedestrian count is estimated as 1, and
2 otherwise. We use 1.41 as the threshold value in the comparison method, since the relative error is smallest at this
value. For the evaluation of the proposed method, we assume that the arrival rate is unknown, and the arrival rate
l ver in each simulation field is selected randomly from the
interval between the minimum arrival rate lmin (0) and the
maximum arrival rate lmax (0.5). We use both ideal and
probabilistic binary sensors, setting the number of binary
sensors N to 2, and the number of simulation fields M to
2000. We conduct 1000 evaluations for each result.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed a Monte Carlo-based method for estimating counts of pedestrians moving in opposite directions
based on information regarding the presence of pedestrians
detected by a compound-eye sensor. Simulations showed
that the relative error in crowded situations decreased by up
to 45% as compared with an existing method. In future
work, we plan to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method in real-world environments through implementation
and experiments. We also plan to extend the proposed
method to handle multiple movement directions.
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compound-eye binary sensors,” IEICE SIG Notes
(IN2009-71), pp. 17–22, Nov. 2009, in Japanese.
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